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Climbing Brain Levels of Organisation from Genes to Consciousness

Jean-Pierre Changeux

Given the tremendous complexity of brain organisation, here I propose a strategy that dynamically links stages of brain organisation from genes to consciousness, at four privileged structural levels: genes; transcription factors (TFs)–gene networks; synaptic epigenesis; and long-range connectivity. These structures are viewed as nested and reciprocally inter-regulated, with a hierarchical organisation that proceeds on different timescales during the course of evolution and development. Interlevel bridging mechanisms include intrinsic variation-selection mechanisms, which offer a community of bottom-up and top-down models linking genes to consciousness in a stepwise manner.

Understanding the Human Brain

Several international research programs aim to advance understanding of the human brain and its functions by using multidisciplinary approaches, including information technologies. Yet, contemporary brain sciences face serious difficulties. For instance, at the experimental level, most in vivo data originate from behavioural, electrophysiological, or brain imaging recordings, with little reference to the molecular level that is so essential for drug design. From a theoretical and modelling perspective, additional difficulties are encountered. For instance, microprocessors are claimed to fall short in representing synaptic and neuronal dynamics [1]; in addition, the use of Bayesian statistics (see Glossary) is criticised in the modelling of cognitive processes [2]. Moreover, modelling studies often disregard the evolutionary and developmental dynamics of brain hierarchical organisation and their underlying molecular mechanism. Thus, there is an urgent need to integrate concepts and data from the disparate and highly individualised brain science disciplines within a unified framework of brain biology. Here, I delineate some of these difficulties and suggest plausible strategies to bridge the divide between the fast-moving extremes of the field: genes at one end, consciousness at the other. The challenge is to link the multiple ‘brain pictures’ arising from current approaches, not necessarily into a unique model, but into a coherent and open community of brain models.

Nesting Models of the Brain

Brain network models typically comprise assemblies of interconnected neurons with algorithmically defined function amenable to formal computation [3]. This mode of description faces the complexity of an arrangement of 100 billion neurons that arose over a million years of evolution and almost 15 years of individual postnatal development. A possible strategy is to penetrate the jungle of brain physical organisation and tangentially cleave it into multiple nested levels of structural organisation [4]. The definition of a given level classically relies upon the structural (anatomical) characteristics of its elementary components and the particular functions (or properties) unique to that level, each higher level proceeding from elements of a lower level and serving further integrated functions above. Moreover, the models aimed at representing and/or simulating a process and/or behaviour on the basis of minimal, yet realistic,
architectures and activity patterns most often use a single level of organisation. To attempt a type of modelling that spans several levels, as proposed here, is in itself a theoretical position.

The approach presented here, which may be called a ‘dynamical nesting of models’, assumes that the brain is a nested assembly of functional structures at multiple levels of organisation, from molecules to consciousness, reciprocally inter-regulated and in constant dynamic evolution, which operates intrinsically through variation-selection mechanisms yet on different timescales, from the million years of human ancestry up to the 100 ms of psychological operations. This generalised ‘Darwinian’ paradigm [5–11] implies that, at successive levels of organisation, the processes of variability, selection, and amplification occur and establish close inter-relationships between developing and adult brains and the constantly evolving physical, social, and cultural environment. Such interactive processes are expected to leave anatomical and functional traces within the eminently variable architecture of each individual brain. Given that the spectrum of organisation levels is broad, only four have been selected and are discussed at the risk of being incomplete and biased (Figure 1).

In the brain, the macromolecular level has a fundamental role by imposing inescapable physical constraints upon even the highest levels: for instance, the evolution of the species-specific features of the brain is grounded in genes. The dynamics of signal transduction by receptors and ion channels limit the dynamics of information processing by the brain to the speed of sound, while our computers operate at the speed of light. All brain functions, including the awareness of conscious perception, involve a system of molecules that differ in their parts, and have been selected and are discussed at the risk of being incomplete and biased (Figure 1).

![Dynamic nesting of brain levels of organisation](image)

**Figure 1.** Dynamic Nesting of Brain Levels of Organisation. A schematic view of the proposed model of nesting levels of brain organisation and their inter-relationships. As indicated, only a few levels have been selected, on both sides of the neuronal level, but with distinct building blocks and timescale dynamics. For further explanation, see the main text.

**Glossary**

**Alexia:** In pure alexia, individuals have severe reading problems due to cerebral lesions, while other language-related skills, such as naming or writing, remain intact.

**Allosteric interaction:** In contrast to the competitive steric interaction between ligands for a single site, an allosteric interaction occurs between topographically distinct binding sites and is mediated by a conformational change.

**Bayesian statistics:** A theory in the field of statistics in which the evidence about the true state of the world is expressed in terms of degrees of belief, known as Bayesian probabilities. Bayesian inference is specifically based on the use of Bayesian probabilities to summarise evidence. It is no more than a method of calculus.

**Darwinian mechanism:** An evolutionary mechanism inspired by the theories of Charles Darwin on the evolution of species but not necessarily occurring at the gene level, for example synapse selection (or neural Darwinism) in the nervous system.

**Diffusion tensor imaging tractography (DTI):** A magnetic resonance-based neuroimaging technique based upon the observation that parallel bundles of axons and their myelin shield facilitate the diffusion of water molecules along their length, making it possible to visualise white matter tracts in the brain.

**Degeneracy:** A code that is degenerate is one in which several code words have the same meaning. The genetic code is degenerate because there are many instances in which different codons specify the same amino acid. According to the neural Darwinism model, the neural code is degenerate in the sense that different neuronal networks might code the same meaning.

**Evolutionary parsimony:** The absolute number of structural coding genes in the genome of vertebrates is relatively small (20 000–25 000) and has not significantly changed during the course of mammalian evolution despite a dramatic increase in brain complexity.

**Global neuronal workspace (GNW):** The global neuronal workspace, in which conscious processes are assumed to occur.
expression, has been favoured and modelled to further decipher the relationship between gene and brain phenotype [12]. The much-studied level of the neuron and its axonal and dendritic processes (together with its cytoskeletal architectures) has been deliberately omitted here except at the synaptic level. Indeed, a fundamental aspect of synaptic evolution, known as synaptic epigenesis, mediates the relationship between the innate dispositions of the brain and its constantly changing environment, and has been formalised [5,6]. Lastly, the global network created by the long-range connectivity of the brain has been hypothesised to contribute to the global physical workspace where conscious processes occur [13].

Overall, if any level must be driven by bottom-up rules from the levels underneath, it also depends top down on higher levels via the reciprocal interlevel bridging mechanisms central to this discussion.

Comparative Genomics of the Brain

Present understanding of the human brain relies on its anatomical evolution, which spanned millions to hundreds of years at the gene level. From mouse to humans, the size of the brain and, in parallel, its total number of neurons, increases from approximately 70 million to 85 billion (plus 50 billion glial cells) [14,15]. If the increase in size within the human lineage, from Toumai (Sahelanthropus tchadensis) to Homo sapiens, plausibly reflects that in neuron number [14,15], it does not mean that, at the connectivity level, human brain organisation is simply a full homothetic scale-up of the primate brain. Mammalian brain anatomy dramatically evolved from a brain with 10–20 identified cortical areas in primitive mammals to as many as 180 specialised cortical areas per hemisphere [16] (Figure 2A). Following successive axonal and dendritic branching throughout the brain, especially in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), pathways and synaptic connections greatly increased in number and diversity [17–20]. White matter density rose differentially in parallel [17,18] (Figure 2B,C).

By contrast, the full genome sequences now available for many species (mouse, monkey, chimpanzee, humans, and fossil human ancestors) are striking in their relative uniformity (see [6,7,21,22]). The haploid genome comprises no more than 20,000–25,000 gene coding sequences (only 1.2% of the human genome) and this number does not vary significantly from mouse to humans. Available comparative genomic data [21–26] unambiguously reveal that the increase of brain anatomical and functional complexity does not reflect a parallel increase in genome complexity, especially at the most recent stages of hominisation.

This may be seen as ‘astonishing evolutionary parsimony’ [6,7]. A search for the few genetic changes accompanying the emergence of human cognition over the past million years has tentatively identified potential single-gene coding events separating humans from nonhuman primates (see [21–26]), even though many of them might be neutral (for discussion, see [21]). The genes identified are mostly involved in the control of brain growth, neuronal maturation, and neurite outgrowth. For example: (i) brain size: such as the genes associated with microcephaly; (ii) cell division: CDK5 regulatory subunit associated protein 2, growth arrest and DNA-damage-inducible gamma, and Ret finger protein-like 1, 2, and 3; (iii) nerve cell maturation: neuroblastoma break-point family genes. Others are directly associated with neuronal functions, such as solute carrier family 2 ( facilitates glucose transporter) member 1, dopamine receptor D5, and glutamate ionotropic receptor NMDA 3A and 3B; and possibly neurite outgrowth, such as SLIT-ROBO Rho GTPase activating protein 2, a gene that is present once in apes but has duplicated three times in humans. Last but not least, some genes have been related to language and speech, such as forkhead box P2 (FOXP2) and protocadherin 11 X- and Y-linked. Inactivation of one copy of FOXP2 in humans results in severe deficits in speech production, yet it encodes a protein that is conserved among mammals (which do not speak) but carries two amino substitutions in humans that span levels of brain organisation involving a subset of cortical pyramidal cells with long-range excitatory axons, particularly dense in prefrontal, temporoparietal, and cingulate regions. It forms a horizontal network interconnecting multiple specialised, automatic, and nonconscious processors that broadcast conscious information to many other processors, brain-wide.

Hierarchical trees of gene expression patterns: see TF–gene networks below.

Ignition: according to the GNW theory, the conscious content of a given sensory input, such as seeing, hearing, and so on, is assumed to be encoded by the sustained and amplified activity, referred to as ignition, of a subset of neurons from the GNW, the rest being inhibited. Interlevel bridging mechanisms: central to the views presented in this article, interlevel bridging mechanisms are essential bottom-up and top-down regulatory processes that span levels of brain organisation and integrate the multiple timescale dynamics of a stratified brain evolution and development from genes to consciousness.

Synaptic epigenesis and synaptic pruning: the theory of the Epigenesis of Neuronal Networks by Selective Stabilisation of Synapses assumes that, at every critical step of development, a given synaptic network is transiently larger and less specified than in the adult and the state of activity of the network, spontaneous or evoked by the outside world, regulates the stabilisation versus. degeneration (pruning) of labile synapses. TF–gene networks and transcription modules: TFs are able to regulate an ensemble of genes that have common DNA regulatory elements that encode other TFs and control the transcription of their own structural gene, thus generating autocatalytic feedback loops and creating cooperative gene assemblies. These assemblies may even become linked into higher-order ensembles, building up hierarchical trees of gene expression patterns, linking genes together into defined ensembles and creating a higher structural level of organisation above the gene level: the TF–gene network level. A defined TF set of genes encoding a given molecular brain phenotype can be...
(reviewed in [22]). FOXP2 might be related to language processing, but cannot be dubbed the ‘language gene’.

Moreover, the important but largely unexplored vast noncoding regions of the human genome, its dark matter, are known to include point mutations, rearrangements, transposable element movements, and other changes [26] that are absent in other mammals. Some regions exhibit accelerated evolution [27,28] together with changes in DNA regulatory sequences [28,29]. These genomic comparisons, and the observation that over 10,000 single-gene mutations cause a multitude of severe brain disorders in humans, confirm the strong genetic constraints imposed on the evolution of the human brain and its development. Still, at this stage, the actual few discrete genetic events that caused the fast increase in brain complexity during the past million years of hominisation remain unidentified. It might be that the difficulty faced by such identification arises from the particular relationships between genes and brain phenotypes, which are explored in the next section.

Cooperative Gene Assemblies and TF Networks
The central dogma of genetics, that one gene encodes one protein itself encoding one phenotype, no longer holds for the brain or, in particular, for its cognitive functions [6,7].
Instead, one may posit succinctly that ‘gene networks encode neuronal networks’ and advocate a radical change in modelling approach. Abundant behavioural genetic studies with simple models systems [30,31], in particular with Drosophila, have revealed that even simple behavioural features most often result from the action of multiple genes and that these genes interact extensively in nonlinear (‘epistatic’) ways [31].

Since these early studies, a rich body of rodent and human brain gene transcription data has been produced [32–34] and interpreted in terms of networks, where the relationship between genes was specified in the standard formal terms of system biology. Recently [12], a detailed molecular mechanism for cooperative relationships among gene expression data was proposed and modelled, based on an extension of the bacterial operon model [35] to the developmental regulation of eukaryotic gene transcription [36–39]. In the operon scheme, a repressor protein, a TF, binds to a specific DNA element in the promoter region, and thereby controls (inhibits or stimulates) the transcription of adjacent structural genes into mRNA and subsequent protein synthesis (Figure 3). The concept introduced here is that TFs may contribute to a new level of organisation distributed above the gene level.

In eukaryotes, a given DNA element may be present in various promoters within the genome. Since TFs may serve as diffusible signalling proteins, a given TF may bind and, thus, affect populations of genes that share identical (or homologous) promoter elements. In addition, these DNA elements may coexist with others in the promoters, thus creating links between even wider populations of distinct genes. Moreover, TFs often comprise two dissimilar subunits (forming heterodimers), each originating from distinct expression systems, creating additional bridges between pathways. Lastly, TFs also regulate genes encoding other TFs and, thus, control transcription of their own structural gene [38–42], generating autocatalytic feedback loops. Consequently, nonlinear relationships arise among genes, creating cooperative gene assemblies [12]. Even these assemblies (Figure 3C) become linked into higher-order ensembles to form hierarchical trees of gene expression patterns [14,39,43,44] (Figure 3B). Thus, established mechanisms that link genes into defined ensembles create a higher structural level of organisation above the gene level, with its own dynamics and regulation: the TF–gene network level.

Last but not least, since TFs belong to intracellular and intercellular signalling pathways, they may themselves be under stringent metabolic control (by covalent modification, phosphorylation, or ubiquitination) and subserve the spontaneous and/or evoked activity of these neuronal networks [44–46]. In sum, mechanisms exist that form interlevel bridges from the activities, including cognitive ones, of overarching neuronal networks down to the TF network and, hence, gene levels.

**The TF–Gene Network Model and Autism Spectrum Disorder**

Actual gene-expression time course data obtained in the developing rat [47] and, less so, in human brain [21–48] (1086 genes with a ≥2.5-fold change) have been analysed in terms of the TF–gene network model [12]. Correlated groups of co-expressed genes were found to differ during development in cerebral cortex, hippocampus, and hypothalamus. In the cerebral cortex, characteristic gene expression patterns were identified. Some were upregulated during prenatal development and concerned early neurogenesis, neuronal differentiation, and migration. Others were upregulated soon after birth, implicated in neurite outgrowth and synapse formation, and affected by the early physical, social, and cultural environment (see the next section). As discussed below, during late postnatal development, the upregulated pathways were those involved in the late synaptic epigenesis of cortical, including long-range connections [13,22,23]. The underlying hierarchical tree of TF–gene networks that controls specific expression patterns during cortical development (Figure 3C) [12] was elucidated. Transcription...
modules [12,49–51] co-regulated by common TFs were found, consistent with recent data [52] on evolutionary changes in promoter and enhancer activity during human corticogenesis (see also [53,54]).

Among other predictions, the TF–gene network model exhibits properties of divergence (a given TF affects multiple TFs and gene expression patterns) and convergence (several TFs modulate a common gene expression or phenotype). As a test of the model, the ‘risk genes’ data for autism spectrum disorders (ASD) (reviewed in [55]) were selected. ASD is an early-onset neuropsychiatric disorder diagnosed in children as an impairment of social communication. Several laboratories have identified a variety of risk genes, such as the number of genes
responsible for ‘monogenic’ forms of ASD likely numbering over 400 [55, see also 56]. These genes generally concern brain development, synaptogenesis, and neuronal plasticity (Figure 3D). The paradox is that, despite the widespread involvement of these genes, their alterations do not systematically cause global brain deficits or intellectual disability, although comorbidities are frequent [57]. All cause a particular cognitive deficit: an alteration of social consciousness. Such an enigmatic relationship is accounted for by the ‘convergence’ prediction of the TF–gene network model [12]. It means that the numerous risk genes all belong to, and are controlled by, a common hierarchically organised network of TF genes that converge upon the biosynthesis of certain critical neural components (see the following sections). Their mutation creates a common alteration of social behaviour.

Another observation consistent with the TF–gene network model [12] is that the pattern of ASD risk gene expression during development exhibits two maxima, one prenatal, the other soon after birth. This is consistent with the view that ASD is a developmental condition that starts prenatally, further develops postnatally, and reaches its neural and behavioural phenotype by mobilising different sets of genes during each period.

In conclusion, the TF–gene network model accounts for some enigmatic issues raised by recent studies of ASD risk genes, in particular their great diversity despite the fact that they encode a common behavioural phenotype. It may also explain phenotypic variance in the way in which gene patterns are expressed in genetically identical individuals; however, this feature has not yet been examined.

**Epigenesis of Neuronal Networks by Selective Synapse Stabilisation**

A most important and unique feature of human brain evolution is the extension of postnatal development for up to 15 years (Figure 2). An approximately fivefold increase in brain weight accompanies this development [58], during which about half of all adult synaptic connections are formed at a very fast pace (approximately 0.5 million synapses per second). This multistep process directly contributes to the formation and shaping of the synaptic architecture of the adult human brain in a close inter-relationship with the physical, social, and cultural environment.

At nested critical periods during the development of the brain, the phenotypic variability of nerve cell distribution and position, as well as the exuberant spread and the multiple transient connectivity configurations resulting from the erratic growth cone wanderings, produce a broad diversity of synaptic connections. This transient diversity is then reduced by selective stabilisation of some of the labile contacts and elimination (or retraction and/or pruning) of others. Such trial-and-error mechanisms that occur within the framework of the species-specific genetic blueprint for the basic architecture of the brain, formally resembles the variation-selection process of an evolutionary Darwinian but epigenetic process [5–11]. The exuberant outgrowth of synapses would contribute to the variability component, the activity-dependant selective stabilisation and/or pruning process to the selection one. A critical implication of the proposed model [5] is that evolution of the connective state of individual synaptic contacts is governed globally, and within a given time window, by the total activity afferent onto the postsynaptic soma. It includes, as a particular case, the standard Hebbian time-coincidence relationship. Activity of the postsynaptic cell in turn regulates, in a retrograde manner, the stabilisation and/or elimination of afferent synapses.

As a consequence, it can be shown mathematically that the same afferent message may stabilise different connective organisations that nevertheless result in the same input-output (behavioural) relationship [5]. Thus, the neuronal connectivity code exhibits degeneracy; that is, different code words (connection patterns) carry the same meaning (function). One
The selective stabilisation model accommodates early observations in the visual system organisation. Unique (degenerate) mapping of a given model offers a neural example to what philosophers call ‘multiple realisability‘; that is, the non-unique (degenerate) mapping of a given ‘invariant’ function to the underlying neural organisation.

The selective stabilisation model accommodates early observations in the visual system [63] and the neuromuscular junction [64]. It has since been abundantly documented as ‘synaptic pruning’ [65–69] (Box 1). In humans, the total number of synapses in the cortex peaks within the first 3 years of age, then steadily declines to a plateau at around puberty [70,71]. The decline observed during late childhood plausibly reflects the underlying rich nesting of selection steps in a cascade of critical periods that proceeds far beyond puberty [63–73]. Detailed investigations of the cellular and molecular mechanisms involved in synapse selection [45,73–76] (Box 1) reveal how the activity of the neuronal network may control, in a top-down manner, the genes involved in synapse selection as the TF–gene networks to which they belong (Figure 3D).

Dynamic evolution of brain synaptogenesis appears essential for the genesis, internalisation, and intergenerational transmission of culture [6,7], as well as for the social communication of individual experience. Among other manifestations of cultural evolution, writing and reading appear as recent inventions (approximately 8000 years ago) that put considerable demands on our cognitive system. Historically, the first evidence for specialised brain circuits for writing and reading was the discovery [77] of pure alexia, which causes severe reading problems, while

**Box 1. Cellular and Molecular Mechanisms of Synapse Selection**

The cellular and molecular mechanisms involved in synapse selection include GABAergic inhibition, which contributes to the ‘opening’ of the critical period where synapse selection occurs (reviewed in [73]). A shift in the excitatory–inhibitory balance is associated with the maturation of fast-spiking GABAergic inhibitory neurons that synthesise parvalbumin and are localised in layers II/IV of the cerebral cortex [73]. Pharmacological agents that accelerate GABA circuit function (such as benzodiazepines) elicit precocious onset, whereas genetic manipulations (such as the deletion of genes involved in GABA synthesis) or environmental disruption (such as dark rearing or hearing loss) lead to a delay of the critical period.

Neurotrophic factors, including growth factors (NGF), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), neurotrophin-4 (NT-4), and neurotrophin-3 (NT-3), are important regulators of visual cortical plasticity [74]. In transgenic mice in which the postnatal rise in BDNF in the fore-brain was genetically accelerated, a precocious termination of the critical period of ocular dominance plasticity was found, which correlated with an accelerated maturation of GABAergic inhibitory circuitry [74].

In addition, homeoproteins, such as Otx2, have been reported to have a role in synaptic evolution during critical periods of development [45]. For instance, Otx2 accumulates in an activity-dependent manner inside the fast-spiking GABAergic neurons. Intriguingly, Otx2 is not expressed by these cells but instead imported from one or several external sources. Therefore, it was proposed that, in the mouse, Otx2 accumulation by fast spiking neurons cells is necessary and sufficient for a binocular critical period opening at 20 days after birth and closing at 40 days after birth [45].

Postnatal differential activation, en cascade, of the synaptome genes examined [12], but see [21] coincides with the postnatal epigenesis of cortical synaptic networks, including neurite growth and branching, synapse formation, synaptic transmission (neurotransmission) genes and, last but not least, the genes involved in the selective stabilisation of synapses, such as the ubiquitin–proteasome system [76] [see main text and Figure 3 (main text)].
other language-related skills, including naming, oral repetition, auditory comprehension, or writing, remain intact. Alexia results from circumscribed brain lesions that include the supramarginal and angular gyri, which affect specific bundles of myelinated axons. Acquisition of reading and writing may be viewed as an example of epigenetically laid down ‘cultural circuits’ following epigenetic ‘appropriation’ of fast-developing connections at around 5 years of age [78,79]. It operates at a time of still rapid synaptogenesis and persists into adulthood [79,80]. Written language learning is but one of many social and cultural imprints acquired during the development of the human brain [5–10]. Thus, the adult human brain connectivity may be viewed as a complex intertwining of social and cultural circuits epigenetically laid down during development within the framework of a human-specific genetic envelope. Important ‘bridges’ could then be established between gene–TF networks and the social and cultural environment.

The Global Neuronal Workspace

The ultimate level among higher brain functions is that of conscious processing and its diverse modalities. Considerable effort has been spent unravelling its neuronal basis [13,81–87], generating theories, some of which favour global integration (Integrated information theory) [84], whereas others favour specialised neuronal architectures [16,85–87]. Here, I focus on one of the latter: the global neuronal workspace (GNW) [13,86,87], which offers a simple, but possibly useful, hypothetical scheme that adequately fits the multilevel nesting modelling approach (Figure 4A). Among the innumerable neuronal structures available in the brain, the theory privileges a subset of cortical pyramidal cells with long-range excitatory axons, particularly dense in prefrontal, temporoparietal, and cingulate regions, that, together with the relevant thalamocortical loops, forms a horizontal ‘neuronal workspace’ interconnecting multiple specialised, automatic, and nonconscious processors [13,87]. The conscious content of a given sensory input (seeing, hearing, etc.) is assumed to be encoded by the sustained and amplified activity (termed ‘ignition’) of a subset of neurons from the GNW, the rest being inhibited. The long-distance axons of these elements then broadcast the information to many other processors, brain-wide and with defined spatial distribution, ultimately leading to a report of conscious experience. In its original formulation, the GNW [13,87] was designed to simulate effortful cognitive tasks and included reward mechanisms as a critical component. It was then successfully applied to fit data from simpler tasks, including masking tasks [86,87].

Recently, social relationships, which, as mentioned, appear altered in ASD, have been introduced into the neuronal architectures for conscious processing [55,88]. Social consciousness is assumed to engage cortical areas, including the superior-temporal-sulcus, the temporoparietal junction, and the medial PFC, mostly in the right hemisphere (refs in [88]). Concomitantly, a self-referential core of changing conscious experiences has been related through PET, fMRI, and MEG studies (refs in [89,90]) to the mobilisation of a paralimbic network of medial PFC/ anterior cingulate and medial parietal/posterior cingulate cortices [see also 97,98]. Interestingly, although still a hypothesis, these views appear consistent with the GNW theory and its simultaneous ‘ignition’ of a common set of brain regions in conscious processing [86,87].

A common and critical anatomical feature shared by all these systems is the contribution of long-range connections, in particular those involved in top-down reafference [13,91–93], assumed to provide a structural basis for the global experience of being conscious (Figures 2B,C and 4). Among the cortical connections established during pre- and postnatal life are the long-range tracts between the frontal areas [92–95] and other (including sensory) cortical areas that constitute the GNW [74,99,100]. Developmental regulation of these long-range connections may be related, at least by simulation, to the underlying TF–gene networks computational model [12] (Figure 3). Attempts are underway to sort out the particular coherent gene groups and TFs selectively involved in establishing the long-range GNW networks and their myelination at successive postnatal maturation stages, together with the synaptic selection processes.
controlled by spontaneous and evoked activity (see Figure 4 and [12]). These views are also consistent with the above-mentioned proposal that frontal white matter has a critical role in the evolution of human brain size and organisation [17–19] (Figure 2B,C).

Again, the well-documented genetic investigations with patients with ASD offer an exceptional opportunity to test these views. Brain imaging studies (in particular, by diffusion tensor imaging tractography) reveal in some of the patients with ASD studied, a loss or overproduction of long-range axonal fibers in some privileged cortex areas, accompanied by intact or even excessive short-range connectivity [100–112] (Figure 4C). This selective alteration of long-range connectivity, which also varies among individuals [109], might be attributed to altered synapse selection [12,55,100] elicited by some predisposition genes at critical developmental stages (3–5 years) [60,109] (Figure 4C). Lastly, in children with ASD, deficits are noted in the performance of psychophysical tasks dedicated to conscious access [101–105] and even self-consciousness [101] (also in patients with schizophrenia [61]) suggesting an alteration of the

---

**Figure 4.** The Global Neuronal Workspace and Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) Phenotype. (A) Schematic representation of the global neuronal workspace (GNW) model. The model posits that associative, perceptual, motor, attention, memory, and value areas are interconnected to form a higher-level unified workspace where information is broadly shared and broadcasted back to lower-level processors. The GNW connectivity comprises long-distance corticocortical axons from layer II/III large pyramidal cells, which are particularly dense in prefrontal cortex, establishing a prefrontal-parietotemporal-cingular network. (B) Spatial network model of the cerebral cortex connectivity using graph theory. The image shows interactions among cortical areas that underlie higher sensory, motor, and cognitive functions. This image represents a subgraph (using a force-based layout algorithm) considering the 24% strongest links only (blue arrows). Here, the areas are clustered into functional regions. In agreement with the GNW, the prefrontal-frontal-parietotemporal territories cluster together. (C) Tracking the long projections of neurons to unravel autism. Brain imaging by diffusion MRI. Patients with a deletion of the autism-linked region 16p11.2 (top) have stronger neuronal connections (red) compared with controls, whereas those with a duplication of the region (bottom) show the opposite pattern (blue). Reproduced from [13] (A), [96] (B), and [114] (C).
GNW [87], which matches the proposal that the common behavioural phenotype of ASD is an alteration of some of the ‘highest levels’ of consciousness [105,109].

More generally, the ASD example illustrates the concept of interlevel bridging mechanisms operating between high-level cognitive functions, implemented here by a defined set of long-range connections, and the particular TF–gene network concerned. Moreover, the activity state of this long-range network would have a central role in the bridging process by controlling its epigenesis at critical stages of development; that is, at age 2–5 years in children with ASD.

This TF–gene network modelling approach suggests new drug design strategies (Figures 3 and 5). The new molecules should target a given TF within the hierarchical network to block (or enhance) its activity. The compounds may preferentially bind allosteric sites topologically distinct from the TF DNA-binding site [111] (also see allosteric interaction; Figure 5B). These drug candidates might be used to identify the ‘gene expression modules’ encoding the relevant structural elements that give access to the successive developmental levels of cognitive functions. Also, these compounds could be tested on mouse models that carry mutations homologous to those identified in patients with ASD and display characteristic neural and behavioural phenotypes [55] together with induced pluripotent stem cells. Such a strategy may eventually be applied to other devastating brain diseases.

![Figure 5. An Allosteric Pharmacology of Transcription Factors. (A) Diagram illustrating the hierarchy of transcription factors (TFs) and coherent gene group networks according to [12]: red, autism-related coherent gene groups and TFs; blue, schizophrenia-related coherent gene groups and TFs. The novel strategy of drug design is based on targeting of the drug candidate at a selected TF of the hierarchy. (B) TFs are essentially dimers: the heterodimer shown here comprises two subunit (red and blue). Since most TFs do not have a well-defined ligand-binding site, the strategy [112] is to design allosteric ligands (refs in [111]) that inhibit or enhance the assembly of the subunits into a functional oligomeric dimer (here OLIG2-E47). (C) Formula of the drug candidate SKOG102, one of the selected OLIG2 blockers. (D) SKOG102 blocks the growth of several lines of mouse glioma stem cells, providing a strong proof of principle for the success of the strategy. With the aim of developing treatments against autism spectrum disorders (ASD), these strategies can be experimentally tested, first on mouse models, which carry mutations homologous to those identified in patients with ASD and display characteristic neural and behavioural phenotypes (60). If successful, such drugs may interfere with, and even restore, the pathological evolution of mutated TFs in genetically predisposed patients when administered at relevant sensitive stages of brain development and of course under adequate ethical conditions. Reproduced from [12] (A) and [115] (B–D).]
Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives

The strategy of ‘dynamic nesting of models’ has been tentatively explored at four selected levels of brain organisation that involve genes, the TF–gene network, epigenetic action on synapse formation, and the long-range connectivity domain. Obviously, others might be needed, together with additional elementary components (miRNAs, chromatin ‘epigenetic’ modifications, subcellular structures, such as microtubules). Yet, it may pave the way to new IT modelling approaches that integrate the multiple timescale dynamics of a stratified brain development. In particular, the approach points to original interlevel ‘bridging processes’ that operate both bottom up and top down, thereby offering concrete mechanisms for top-down causation. By introducing the TF–gene network, the nesting strategy offers original insights into long-distance relationships between genes and cognitive functions. These include the continuous intertwining of brain development and its sociocultural environment, and the relevant phenotypic variance of individual brain connectivity. The suggested approach tentatively illustrates how these relationships are altered in brain disorders such as ASD and proposes, as a corollary, a new strategy for drug design based on the targeting of TFs during development. Lastly, opening future vistas, the attempt to establish a coherent and open community of brain dynamic models might help unify the diverse multidisciplinary approaches aimed at grasping the singular organisation of the human brain (see Outstanding Questions).
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Outstanding Questions

How can we better subject current neuronal models of cognitive functions to the strong bottom-up and top-down constraints of the molecular level?

Why not attempt to identify additional levels of brain organisation and the relevant interlevel bridging processes?

Would the role of TF networks in mediating gene expression patterns that produce the cognitive phenotype be a fertile field of future investigation?

How can we search for novel interlevel ‘bridging’ processes and methods?

Is synaptic epigenesis of brain connectivity the sole critical link between the sociocultural environment and postnatal development?

How can we investigate neuropsychiatric disorders under conditions that engage several levels of brain organisation and bridge multiple processes between the gene level and the conscious sociocultural environment?

How could we convince more neurophysiologists that conscious processing and its pharmacology is an active field of empirical study that can reveal the links between subjective phenomena and objective neurobiological processes?

How can we deal with the important ethical issues raised by this modelling approach, which concern quality of life in the human community?
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